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Freeland looking to expand arsenal 
Rockies lefty plans to attack hitters on both sides of plate 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 11th, 2019 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- Rockies left-hander Kyle Freeland spent part of the winter being man about his hometown. He 

handed out backpacks, sank a free throw on opening night for the Denver Nuggets, dealt @KFREE_21-worn goodies on 

Twitter and even donned a tux for a local magazine cover. 

But with a new season dawning, Freeland plans to be something of a stranger, at least to opposing hitters. 

Last season, Freeland went 17-7 and posted the franchise's lowest ERA since Marvin Freeman's record 2.80 in the strike-

shortened 1994 season and he tied for third in the National League with 24 quality starts. 

Now he wants to maintain his success while throwing out different looks. 

Freeland loves using his four-seam fastball, cutter and slider to ride toward the hands of right-handed hitters. But he could 

add another look with a more consistent use of the two-seam fastball, which sinks down and away from righties. He used 

the pitch on and off last season, according to Statcast™, 337 times in 2,553 total pitches to righties (13 percent). 

Freeland's eyes twinkle when he breaks a bat with an inside pitch. But a more mature mix, attacking both sides of the 

plate, could be a weapon. 

"I'm throwing that two-seamer back over the plate, they're taking it and it's a strike," said Freeland, who yielded a .272 

average and .346 slugging percentage in 81 at-bats that ended with left-on-right two-seamers., 2018 
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The other pitch Freeland wants to employ more is the changeup vs. lefty hitters -- a tough one because the ball could end 

up in the bat path of some power hitters. According to Statcast™, Freeland threw changeups 14 times in 697 pitches to 

left-handers (two percent). Hitters put it in play just twice -- groundouts by the Giants' Brandon Belt and the Reds' Joey 

Votto. 

Freeland threw his two-seamer while lefty-hitting Rockies infielder Ryan McMahon stood in the batter's box during a 

recent bullpen session, and he was encouraged about the pitch's action. 

"Being able to add that left-on-left changeup, where we can get weak contact or swing and miss, now they've got to be 

worried about four different quadrants of the zone with four different pitches that break four different ways," Freeland said. 

"It's another weapon." 

Freeland finished fourth in National League Cy Young Award voting last season, but a couple of statistical projections 

suggest the lefty is in danger of taking a step back. 

The Bill James Handbook 2019 projects Freeland at 13-11 with a 4.25 ERA, third-best on the staff to German 

Marquez (14-10, 3.79) and Jon Gray (11-9, 4.04). Baseball Prospectus' PECOTA projects Marquez to be the sixth-best 

pitcher in the Majors, and also projects Gray's value higher than Freeland's. 

Manager Bud Black once was a young left-hander trying to push his career higher, so he understands where Freeland is. 

"With Kyle, there's always a desire to get better, to really finish off certain parts of his game -- whether it's delivery, pitch 

development, control and command," Black said. "He made great strides from '17 to '18. 

"We don't need great strides. We just need him to do what he's capable of, which is what we saw last year. But that's 

hard. There will always be a hitter in the batter's box trying to defeat him." 

But if Freeland works his new wrinkles properly, it'll be all the hitters can do just to get to know him again. 
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Predicting the Rockies' Opening Day roster 
Wide-open rotation competition to be settled during spring camp 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 11th, 2019 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- With Rockies' Spring Training about to start, we might as well take a too-early look at how 

manager Bud Black's roster could look for the March 28 regular-season opener at Miami. 

Without even an official Spring Training drill being conducted, much less a Cactus League game being played or (hold 

your breath) the first spring injury being reported, don't hold us to this. We'll repeat the process several times before the 

true regular-season roster is set: 

Catcher (2): Chris Iannetta, Tony Wolters 

It could take a village to get through the season, but we'll go with the incumbents for now. 

First base (2): Daniel Murphy, Mark Reynolds 

Murphy is the experienced bat that the Rockies have been seeking. Reynolds, a non-roster invitee signed to augment the 

bench, has a way of making himself counted. 

Second base (2): Ryan McMahon, Garrett Hampson 

Going with a left (McMahon) and right (Hampson) combination here. The club's No. 1 prospect per MLB Pipeline, 

Brendan Rodgers, could change things if he blows away the competition in camp. Pat Valaika will receive a shot at the 

starting job, but Reynolds may be his main competition for a bench spot. 

Third base (1): Nolan Arenado 

Arenado is a superstar. Keep in mind McMahon, Hampson and Rodgers can play the spot capably in the case of an injury 

that would bring dread to Rockies Nation.. 12th, 2019 

Shortstop (1): Trevor Story 

Story has been healthy for the most part for two seasons, and the Rockies have gone to the postseason each time. He is 

the hardest regular to replace in case of injury. But if Rodgers proves ready, the Rockies actually could withstand a 

lengthy Story injury. 

Outfield (4): Charlie Blackmon, David Dahl, Ian Desmond, Raimel Tapia 

With the Rockies considering moving Blackmon to a corner on a full- or part-time basis, even where the starters actually 
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stand is up in the air. But the key here will be Tapia, who is out of Minor League options and really needs to stick. By not 

re-signing Gerardo Parra, the Rockies have essentially challenged Tapia to either fight his way into the starting lineup or 

at least be a viable lefty bat off the bench.. 26th, 2019 

Utility (4): Hampson, McMahon, Reynolds, Desmond 

As is the case with many clubs these days, the Rockies have preached and developed versatility, so many starters are 

seen in a super-utility capacity. Don't be surprised to see McMahon as an option at first base; Desmond has played first 

as well; Hampson can move to center field and the outfield can be adjusted around him; Rodgers has played second, 

short and third (he looked strong there last year); and Reynolds can play the infield corners, has limited experience in the 

outfield and just may throw his glove into the second-base mix. 

Starting pitchers (5): LHP Kyle Freeland, RHP German Marquez, LHP Tyler Anderson, RHP Jon Gray, RHP Chad 

Bettis 

This is predicting Bettis, with experience and expected health after the blister problems last season, will find his way back 

into the rotation. But RHP Antonio Senzatela finished last year as a starter and could fight his way back in, and RHP Jeff 

Hoffman (last year of Minor League options) and No. 3 prospect RHP Peter Lambert will have their chance to either rip 

away a job or step in if there are injuries. 

Relief pitchers (8): RHP Wade Davis (closer), RHP Scott Oberg, RHP Seunghwan Oh, LHP Jake McGee, RHP Bryan 

Shaw, LHP Chris Rusin, RHP Senzatela, LHP Mike Dunn 

Senzatela is a prime rotation contender and would by no means be a surprise if he took a spot. Dunn underwent season-

ending left shoulder surgery in early September, but should be ready for Opening Day. Black said: "We will monitor him 

closely early in Spring Training. He's currently throwing off the mound and feeling good." Outside this crew, there is 

opportunity for LHP Harrison Musgrave and RHPs Yency Almonte, Carlos Estevez and DJ Johnson, someone else 

from the rotation competition or a prospect to take a spot. 

So, let's look at a pure 25: 

CATCHERS 

Chris Iannetta 

Tony Wolters 
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INFIELDERS 

Nolan Arenado 

Garrett Hampson 

Ryan McMahon 

Daniel Murphy 

Mark Reynolds 

Trevor Story 

OUTFIELDERS 

Charlie Blackmon 

David Dahl 

Ian Desmond 

Raimel Tapia 

STARTING PITCHERS 

LHP Kyle Freeland 

RHP German Marquez 

LHP Tyler Anderson 

RHP Jon Gray 

RHP Chad Bettis 

RELIEF PITCHERS 

RHP Wade Davis 

LHP Mike Dunn 

LHP Jake McGee 

RHP Scott Oberg 

RHP Seunghwan Oh 

LHP Chris Rusin 

RHP Antonio Senzatela 

RHP Bryan Shaw 
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Murphy's experience could key Rockies' run 
Club hopes proven playoff performer gets them over the hump in 2019 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 9th, 2019 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- With new faces on the team, Spring Training is a time for excitement, but the Rockies had October 

in mind with their one big offseason signing: Daniel Murphy for two years and $24 million. 

Last year's postseason run underscored the Rockies' need for a hitter with playoff experience. Colorado hit .174 in 

winning the National League Wild Card Game over the Cubs and the agonizing three-game sweep against the Brewers in 

the NL Division Series. 

Considering that the Dodgers hit all of .205 in the postseason and won a game in the World Series, bringing in a 

seasoned playoff hitter could give a necessary boost to the Rockies' lineup, which is full of players who have hit well in the 

regular season but are relatively green in the postseason. 

Maybe Murphy, 34 on April 1, can be the engine. Just as important, he saw the Rockies as a team he could help. 

In 25 postseason games, Murphy is a .309 hitter with eight home runs, 19 RBIs and a .986 OPS over 113 plate 

appearances. His history on the big stages includes winning the Most Valuable Player Award in the 2015 National League 

Championship Series, when he homered four times and drove in six runs in four games against the Cubs.. 21st, 2015 

"Having played in the postseason for the last four seasons, one of the main things for my family and I was to identify a 

ballclub that we thought had a legitimate and a real shot at winning the World Series," Murphy said, once the contract 

went official in December. "The Rockies came up at the top of that list when we started identifying clubs." 

Murphy -- who batted .299 with 12 home runs and 42 RBIs last season with the Nationals and the Cubs, after beginning 

the season late because of right knee surgery in October -- will move to first base full time, after playing primarily second 

base during his 10-season career.. 20th, 2018 

Now Murphy assumes No. 9, worn with distinction by DJ LeMahieu, who signed with the Yankees for the same contract 

Murphy got from Colorado. In the Rockies' case, it's not a straight replacement, since the club has plenty of young talent 

at second base but needs time for its first-base prospects to develop. 

Rockies manager Bud Black sees similar players, however. 
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"Some of the things we're going to miss in DJ, Daniel can pick up some of that slack," Black said. "The core of our group 

of Charlie [Blackmon], Nolan [Arenado], Trevor [Story], Ian [Desmond] and you can add Daniel to that, to help these 

younger, lesser-service-time players perform, will be beneficial." 

The Rockies hope the full benefits manifest with a run to the World Series. 
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Dunn on right track coming off shoulder woes 
Lefty reliever's season ended July 3 with 9.00 ERA in 17 innings 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 8th, 2019 
 
DENVER -- Left-handed reliever Mike Dunn's recovery from season-ending left shoulder surgery has gone well enough 

that the Rockies are cautiously optimistic he will be ready to open the season -- the last in his three-year, $19 million 

contract. 

"Mike should be ready for Opening Day," Rockies manager Bud Black said Friday. "We will monitor him closely early in 

Spring Training. He's currently throwing off the mound and feeling good." 

Dunn went 5-1 with a 4.47 ERA over 50 1/3 innings in a club-leading 68 appearances in 2017. But last season, Dunn 

injured the shoulder during offseason training and could not do his regular routine between outings. He was limited to 25 

games -- none after July 3 -- and finished 0-0 with a 9.00 ERA in 17 innings. 

Dunn, who turns 34 on May 23, figures into a left-handed relief picture that also includes veterans Chris Rusin and Jake 

McGee and 2018 rookie Harrison Musgrave. 

"Dunn looks great," Rockies bullpen coach Darren Holmes said. "Breaking with the team healthy is what we believe right 

now. He has shown no indications otherwise. We may start him at a little slower pace the first week, but it looks his arm is 

working as well as it did in 2016 or better." 
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Rockies spring training preview: Are the kids all right? David Dahl, Ryan McMahon, Garrett Hampson and 
Brendan Rodgers are about to let us know. 
The time for those ballplayers to make an impact in LoDo is now, and even veteran-leaning manager Bud Black 
believes it. 
By KYLE NEWMAN | knewman@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
February 10, 2019 at 6:00 am 
 
Bud Black favored playing veterans over the organization’s crop of top prospects as he managed the Rockies to a second 

consecutive playoff appearance last year. 

But, heading into spring training this week, Black admits the upcoming season may bring change. With DJ 

LeMahieu signing a free agent contract with the Yankees, and free agents Carlos Gonzalez and Gerardo Parraunlikely to 

return, there are gaping holes at second base and in the outfield. 

Enter David Dahl, 24, who’s expected to compete for a starting outfield slot after injuries slowed his progression over the 

past three seasons. Ryan McMahon (25), Garrett Hampson (24) and Brendan Rodgers (22), meanwhile, will compete for 

the job at second base. 

No longer is their time for that foursome to be the peak of the team’s minor league pipeline. The Rockies need them in 

LoDo now. 

“It’s time for David — and potentially Ryan, Garrett and maybe Brendan as the season goes on — to maybe get more 

innings, get more at-bats, get more playing time,” Black said. “That’s the nature of baseball and player movement, and 

each year being different … 2019 sets up for that different type of look.” 

In Dahl’s case, the left-handed hitter with power understands the opportunity in front of him, while also realizing some of 

his former teammates from Triple-A Albuquerque (Noel Cuevas and Raimel Tapia) will also be competing for a spot 

alongside cemented starters in Charlie Blackmon and Ian Desmond. 

“Being able to work out without any (health) issues this offseason, or having to worry about anything, made it easier to 

make progress instead of having to plan around an injury,” Dahl said. “I know there’s definitely some openings in the 

outfield, but my mindset is still the same as the last few years. I’ve still got to go out and A) be healthy and B) perform.” 

Black said there’s no favorite at second base heading into spring training, a position which will also feature Pat Valaika in 

the mix as the 26-year-old looks to rebound from a poor showing last year (.156 in 133 plate appearances). 

The third-year manager said the defensive versatility of McMahon and Hampson will help them make an impact 

regardless of who emerges as the starter at second alongside shortstop Trevor Story. Both players had stretches of 
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productivity last year, with McMahon hitting .232 with five home runs in 91 games and Hampson hitting .275 in limited 

action after making his major league debut in late July. 

“With the versatility that those guys bring, where they can play multiple positions, on any given night you can see them in 

the lineup (in different spots),” Black said. “Whether it’s in the outfield with Hampson or at second with him; or with 

(McMahon) at first to give (Daniel) Murphy a break; or with McMahon at second or third if Nolan (Arenado) needs a day.” 

Rodgers, meanwhile, is looking to rediscover his groove after minor hamstring and shoulder issues derailed his 2018 

season and the possibility of a September call-up. He hit .268 with 17 homers and 67 RBIs across time in Double-A 

Hartford and Triple-A Albuquerque last year, and remains the organization’s top prospect after being drafted No. 3 overall 

in 2015. 

As much as Rodgers remains the enticing question mark heading into camp, team linchpins in Story, Blackmon and ace 

pitcher Kyle Freeland echoed Black in their assessment of the readiness of Colorado’s youth. 

 

“These guys have proven everything in the minor leagues, and (all but Rodgers) have shown flashes of what they can do 

in the big leagues,” Story said. “It’s exciting because each guy brings a different skill set — particularly for the second-

base job — and I know they’ve put in the work. If they’re in the lineup, I have all the confidence they will help us win 

ballgames over the course of the season.” 

The faith from the team’s established core doesn’t go unnoticed, and the young players, in turn, realize the increased 

importance of their role on a team that heads into Salt River with a new standard of expectations. 

“We got a taste of the playoffs the past couple years, and we got a little step further (in 2018) than we did the year before, 

but now it’s time where we’ve all been there and we have to act like we’ve been there before,” McMahon said. “I know 

we’re hungry for more, because it’s the goal and it’s also the expectation. 

“The young guys, we have to play up to that.” 
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Rockies Insider: What are the chances Carlos Gonzalez re-signs with Colorado? 
The all-time Rockies great hit .290 with 227 homers over a decade with the club, and earned $5 million in 2018 
By KYLE NEWMAN | knewman@denverpost.com and JEFF BAILEY | jbailey@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: February 10, 2019 at 6:00 am | UPDATED: February 10, 2019 at 10:06 am 
 
CarGo, are you coming back to LoDo? 

With spring training officially opening this upcoming week, Carlos Gonzalez — an all-time Rockies outfielder who hit .290 

with 227 homers over a decade with Colorado — remains one of dozens of veteran free agents still available. 

And as each day closes without the right fielder finding a new home, one can almost feel Rockies Twitter palpitating at the 

thought of Gonzalez’s return. 

Some palpitate in excitement thinking about another summer with one of the Rockies’ royalty, and the powerful, vintage 

mystique which CarGo’s swing can still summon up. Simultaneously, some palpitate in anger at the thought of Colorado 

spending more in the outfield when there are more arguably pressing voids behind the dish and in the bullpen. 

Fueling such varied palpitations was a recent tweet by MLB Network’s Jon Heyman, in which he noted the “Rockies are 

interested in bringing CarGo back again”. Market probability — especially in this stagnant market — suggests it wouldn’t 

be a leap for Colorado to take another late, cheap flier on the 33-year-old who played under a one-year, $5 million deal in 

2018. 

Truth be told, I just don’t see it. 

The Rockies’ outfield already has Charlie Blackmon and Ian Desmond penciled in as starters, with David Dahl the 

expected front-runner for the third spot. And beyond that, Raimel Tapia (out of minor-league options) will likely get reserve 

looks, as will Noel Cuevas and possibly even versatile infielder Garrett Hampson. 

Plus, the signing of first baseman Mark Reynolds to a minor-league deal gives Colorado a big veteran bat off the bench, a 

role Gonzalez likely would’ve also filled. 

So CarGo, are you coming back to LoDo? Certainly. Just probably in a different uniform. 
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Rockies’ spring training roster: Big questions at second, outfield, bullpen 
First baseman Daniel Murphy was club’s one major offseason addition 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
February 10, 2019 at 6:00 am 
 
The Rockies believe they are ready to win their first National League West title this year and go deep in the playoffs. 

Thus, optimism will be the prevailing mood when pitchers and catchers report to spring training on Wednesday at Salt 

River Fields in Scottsdale, Ariz. 

Yet the doubters, and there are plenty of them, see the Rockies stumbling. The wise guys in Vegas have made them 40-1 

long shots to win the World Series and have stacked the odds at 18-1 that they can beat out the powerhouse Dodgers in 

the NL West. A recent story on ESPN.com proclaimed that the Rockies are the least-likely 2018 playoff team to return to 

the postseason in 2019. 

Some of that skepticism is based on Colorado’s uneventful offseason. Apart from signing veteran slugger Daniel Murphy 

to play first base, and bringing back Mark Reynolds as a bat off the bench, the Rockies did little. They are counting on 

young, inexperienced players to replace all-star DJ LeMahieu at second base, and are betting heavily that relievers Bryan 

Shaw, Jake McGee and Chris Rusin will rebound from terrible 2018 seasons. 

Following is a position-by-position snapshot as the Rockies get set to open camp: 

CATCHER 

The numbers indicate that an upgrade behind the plate was needed. It didn’t happen, although journeyman Brett Nicholas 

was signed to a minor-league deal. On the plus side, incumbents Chris Iannetta and Tony Woltersformed a solid working 

relationship with Colorado’s impressive young starting rotation. On the downside, Iannetta posted a -0.4 WAR (wins 

above replacement) in 83 starts, while Wolters hit .170 in 56 starts. This could well be a make-or-break spring for Tom 

Murphy, who turns 28 in April. He slashed .226/.250/.387 in 93 big-league at-bats. 

.206: Combined batting average for Rockies catchers in 2018 

FIRST BASE 

The Ian Desmond experiment is over. The acquisitions of Murphy and Reynolds, plus the ability of Ryan McMahon to play 

the position, turned Desmond into an outfielder. Murphy, a career .299 hitter with 122 home runs in his 10-year career, 

brings a disciplined bat — with some power — to an offense that needs a lot of help. Colorado set franchise lows in 2018 

for batting average (.256) and road batting average (.225). Reynolds, who is in camp on a minor-league deal, thrived in 
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Colorado in 2017, smacking 30 home runs and driving in 97 runs. If the duo can deliver, first base will turn from a nagging 

question mark into a strength. 

.719: OPS of Rockies first basemen last season, third worst in the National League. 

SECOND BASE 

No position will draw more scrutiny as Colorado tries to replace LeMahieu, who signed a two-year, $24 million deal with 

the Yankees. The three prime contenders are speedy Garrett Hampson, No. 1 prospect Brendan Rodgers and McMahon. 

The Rockies would like nothing better than to have Rodgers, 22, bust out and win the position the way shortstop Trevor 

Storydid in spring training 2016.  Rodgers, the third overall pick in the 2015 draft, has hit .291 with an .837 OPS in four 

minor-league seasons while playing shortstop, second base and third base. He slashed .275/.342/.493 with 17 homers in 

95 games at Double-A Hartford last season before playing 19 games at Triple-A. 

.278: McMahon’s August batting average in 54 at-bats, quite an improvement from the .180 average he posted in 50 at-

bats in March-April. 

THIRD BASE 

Nolan Arenado led the NL with 38 homers and finished third in the MVP voting, cementing his place as one of the game’s 

best players. His goal in 2019 is to play in at least 155 games and eliminate extended slumps, such as his 5-for-41 skid 

late last season. Working on a slump-busting routine is his No. 1 task this spring. Signing a record one-year, $26 million 

deal to avoid arbitration took some weight off of Arenado’s shoulders, and the possibility of a long-term contract will be 

discussed this spring. McMahon, and possibly Rodgers, are Arenado’s likely backups. 

82: Game-winning RBIs by Arenado since 2014, the most in the majors. His 13 game-winning RBIs ranked fifth in the NL 

in 2018. 

SHORTSTOP 

Story was a first-time all-star in 2018 and worthy of a Gold Glove, even though he didn’t win pocket one. Simply put, Story 

is becoming one of the majors’ most productive and exciting players, as evidenced by his 505-foot homer in a three-

homer game vs. San Francisco at Coors Field. After leading the NL with 191 strikeouts in 555 at-bats in 2018, Story 

whittled that number to 168 in 656 at-bats last season. He still chases bad pitches at times but given his power, the 

Rockies can live with his 26-percent K rate. Should Story go down, Hampson and Rodgers are the likely replacements. 

85: Extra-base hits for Story in 2018,  joining Ernie Banks and Honus Wagner as the only NL shortstops to lead the NL in 

extra-base hits. 

OUTFIELD 
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The departure of veterans Carlos Gonzalez and Gerardo Parra means a much different outfield. The biggest question 

mark revolves around center field, where Desmond, 33, David Dahl, 24, will compete for the starting spot.  Cactus League 

games could determine who wins the job. Dahl could very well end up in right field. Desmond, who began his career as a 

shortstop, was an all-star outfielder with Texas in 2016 when he slashed .285/.335/446 with 22 home runs. Charlie 

Blackmon, a three-time all-star and 2017 batting champion, will likely move from center field to left, saving wear and tear 

on his 32-year-old body. This is a huge camp for the athletic Raimel Tapia, who played in only 25 games during big-

league stints in July and September. He thrived at Triple-A, posting a .847 OPS with 11 homers and 21 stolen bases in 

105 games, but he’s out of minor-league options. Noel Cuevas will be in running as a utility outfielder, and Hampson could 

get a look, too. 

12: Home runs hit by Dahl in the final 45 games after returning from injury. Nine of those home runs came in September, 

third most in the NL for the month. 

STARTING ROTATION 

Concern has morphed into confidence for the Rockies. Led by left-hander Kyle Freeland (fourth in the Cy Young voting) 

and ultra-talented righty German Marquez (a franchise-record 230 strikeouts), the rotation boasted a 4.17 ERA, the 

second-lowest in franchise history (4.10 in 2009). Nonetheless, there are plenty of questions. Will the starters stay 

healthy? Can Jon Gray harness his slider and his potential? Was lefty Tyler Anderson‘s strong September (3.25 ERA) 

indicative of his talent or was it an aberration? Will veteran Chad Bettis regain a spot in the rotation or will Antonio 

Senzatela master his slider and curveball and earn the fifth spot? Is right-hander Jeff Hoffman‘s future in the rotation or in 

the bullpen? If a darkhorse emerges, could it be prospects Jesus Tinoco or Peter Lambert? 

84: Quality starts, the third most in franchise history and the most since 2010 (86). 

 

BULLPEN 

Shaw, a right-hander, and McGee, a lefty, both signed three-year, $27 million deals a year ago. Shaw responded with a 

5.93 ERA and a .313 batting average against. McGee posted a 6.49 ERA with a .285 average against. If they’re going to 

gain the confidence of manager Bud Black and regain roles in high-leverage situations, they must perform well this spring. 

Lefty Chris Rusin (6.09 ERA) needs a bounce-back spring, too. Right-hander Adam Ottavino has taken his slider, 2.43 

ERA and 112 strikeouts to the Yankees, meaning Colorado will look to right-handers Scott Oberg and Seunghwan Oh to 

soften the loss. There is some quality depth, even if some of the pitchers, such as Yency Almonte, DJ Johnson and 

Carlos Esteves remain unproven. 

1.85: Oberg’s ERA in his final 34 games when he struck out 40 and walked only five. 
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BENCH 

Reynolds figures to be the big bat off the bench, supplanting Matt Holliday, who filled that role down the stretch last 

season. After that, youth will have to serve, be it Pat Valaika, Hampson, McMahon, Tapia or Cuevas. Valaika, so good in 

2017, hit just .156 with two homers last season. He needs a solid spring. A huge long shot to make the roster is veteran 

outfielder Michael Saunders, 32, who last played in the majors in 2017 with Toronto. 

.236: Reynold’s career batting average as a pinch hitter,  including six home runs in 106 at-bats. 
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Saunders: My 20 favorite things about Rockies spring training 
From chile rellenos to talking baseball, it’s a special time 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: February 9, 2019 at 2:10 pm | UPDATED: February 9, 2019 at 6:56 pm 
 
It never fails. 

Every year when I return home from spring training, I get two questions. 

No. 1: How much golf did you play? 

No. 2: How come you’re not tan? 

My answers: No. 1, believe it or not, I’m working, so there’s no time for golf. No. 2, believe it or not, I’m working; plus I’m 

Irish and we don’t tan very well. 

And truth be told, for a beat writer, spring training often becomes a Ground Hog Day grind. But this is not a woe-is-me 

column. Spending six weeks in Arizona, watching, talking and writing baseball is a pretty good gig. I understand that. 

So, without further ado, I present my 20 favorite things about spring training (in no particular order): 

1. Watching Nolan Arenado and Trevor Story perfect their signature plays on a back field. It’s thrilling to witness their raw joy 

as they make impossible throws across the diamond. 

2. Enjoying the chile relleno platter and a cold margarita, in the evening, on the patio, at Frank and Lupe’s in Old Town 

Scottsdale. 

3. Participating in daily morning media sessions with Bud Black in his office. The give-and-take is always fun and 

informative. 

4. Sure, I miss out on February skiing at Winter Park, but the desert sunsets can be spectacular. 

5. Reconnecting with longtime Rockies coaches and staffers such as Rick Mathews, Bob Apodaca and Rolando Fernandez. 

6. Watching the first bullpen sessions of spring is cool. When you get close to the action, you realize just how hard the 

pitchers throw and how much action they put on a baseball. 

7. Dining out with my good friend Thomas Harding of MLB.com. You have not lived until you’ve experienced Thomas 

ordering dinner and an “unsweetened ice tea.” 
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8. Tossing around Jake Lamb puns in the press box at Salt River Fields in order to aggravate Diamondbacks beat writer 

Nick Piecoro of The Arizona Republic. (“Sacrificial Lamb …. Lamb chops out to third … Jake Lamb-basted that pitch .. 

Kyle Freeland silenced Lamb with that strikeout”). 

9. Covering the championship match of the Rockies’ annual ping-pong tournament. Vinny Castilla is usually in the finals and 

his competitive fire is something to behold. 

10. Late-night swims at the pool at my rented condo. Pure bliss after a long day. 

11. Watching Charlie Blackmon take batting practice as he drills the ball to all parts of the outfield. 

12. Talking baseball with longtime Rockies fan Mabel Miyasaki, who turns 94 on March 6. She always celebrates her birthday 

at spring training. 

13. Stopping at In-N-Out Burger near the Arizona State campus. I get the double-double combo, with onions. 

14. Covering a game at Scottsdale Stadium near downtown. Yes, Giants fans can be annoying, but the ballpark feels old 

school and the fans are passionate. 

15.  Witnessing young players blossom, as Trevor Story did in 2016 and Garrett Hampson did last spring. Will Brendan 

Rodgers be the man this year? 

16. Talking baseball with Ryan Spilborghs, the former Rockies player who’s now an analyst. I always learn something. 

17. Swapping Jim Tracy anecdotes and impersonations with KOA’s Jerry Schemmel. 

18. The “Southern Shrimp and Grits” at Grassroots, a restaurant on Hayden Road, very close to Salt River Fields. With a 

glass of pinot noir. 

19. Keeping score at a ballgame again, though I confess I have never completed a boxscore at a Cactus League game. 

20. Discovering a compelling story, conducting the interviews and then writing the article. And realizing I get paid to do it. 
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Rockies are riding a thin line at shortstop with all-star Trevor Story and his hopes for 30-30 season 
By Nick Groke Feb 11, 2019 | The Athletic 
 
In the thick of a division chase last September at Los Angeles, the Rockies’ thin hold on their season suddenly slipped on 

one seemingly innocent throw to first base. 

Trevor Story, their all-star shortstop hammering his way through a career season, laid out to his left for a diving stop on a 

hot-shot grounder up the middle. But when he threw to first to nab Justin Turner, Story grimaced. 

“My elbow was a little tight,” he said later that night. “I tried to play through it.” 

By the fourth inning, the pain kept him from swinging properly and he was pulled from the game in the middle of an at-

bat. The next day, Story sat out with his right arm wrapped, “just playing the waiting game,” he said. 

The Rockies lost their spot atop the National League West that night, in what turned out to be a disheartening three-game 

sweep to the Dodgers, and they did not regain first place until after Story returned to the lineup a week later, with one 

week remaining in the season. He played through his injury and just in time for the Rockies to force a one-game playoff in 

a return trip to Los Angeles. 

In hindsight, the Rockies’ season teetered on that one diving stop. Story’s absence and his return proved critical to 

Colorado’s chances. And when the club kicks off spring training Wednesday at Salt River Fields in Scottsdale, Ariz., when 

pitchers and catchers officially report for duty, the fear for Story’s future might linger. 

“I took some extra time off so that when I started throwing again, it would feel good,” Story said at Coors Field last month. 

The 26-year-old said he altered his offseason to tend to his arm. 

“I just stayed on top of it,” he said. “Soft tissue work. Doing little things, the details, to where I don’t have another setback. 

It feels really good right now.” 

The concern last September was significant. Some close to Story feared he had suffered a tear to his ulnar collateral 

ligament, the kind of diagnosis that often leads to Tommy John reconstruction surgery and significant recovery time, often 

a year or more. 

That fear came from precedent. Two seasons ago, in late August, the Dodgers pulled all-star shortstop Corey Seager 

from the lineup before a game at Arizona so he could rest a sore right elbow. That seemingly innocuous turn became 

much worse. Seager, too, played through the pain and rested it through the offseason. But in late April the next season, 
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after “a few bad throws,” Seager discovered a sprained ligament in his elbow. Soon after, he underwent Tommy John 

surgery and missed the rest of the season. 

Seager’s situation included known bone chips near his elbow, but his eventual surgery forced then-Dodgers general 

manager Farhan Zaidi to defend the club’s decision not to recommend surgery during the offseason, which would have 

allowed Seager more recovery time. 

Story and Seager are remarkably similar players, just a year apart in age and with a similar number of games played and 

total output. Seager accounts for a 13.7 career WAR, according to Baseball Reference, compared to Story at 11.4. 

But the Dodgers cobbled together replacements in Seager’s place through the first half of last season, then eventually 

traded for Manny Machado for a second-half run that netted them another NL West title and enough momentum to reach 

the World Series. 

The Rockies do not have those luxuries. Story’s injury last September only served to highlight their gap between the 

Dodgers. Los Angeles eventually survived on the deepest bench in the NL. The Rockies replaced Story at shortstop with 

Pat Valaika, Ian Desmond and Garrett Hampson. Those three players combined, in total, for -1.6 bWAR last season. 

The Rockies again this season will probably back up Story with Hampson and Valaika. Top prospect Brendan Rodgers, a 

natural shortstop, will compete this spring for a spot on the opening day roster, and he should be ready to contribute 

during the season, if not immediately. All of them are unproven options over the long-term. 

“Not having one of our best players obviously hurts,” Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado said during Story’s absence 

last season. “We have to pick up the slack for Trevor, but we’re not going to have a shortstop who hits 30 homers and 

steals 20-plus. There aren’t many who can do that.” 

The Rockies and Story said that his elbow is healthy. There is no reason to distrust that assessment. But most elbow 

tears crash down on a player or a pitcher suddenly and with little warning. 

Story, for his part, prepared for the season like any other. He has become one of the Rockies’ most valuable players, 

alongside Arenado and Charlie Blackmon. He is an above-average defender who was on his way toward baseball’s first 

30-30 season since 2012, with 33 home runs and 26 stolen bases, before that throw to first base in Los Angeles set him 

off track. He finished with 37 homers and 27 steals. 

“Just really trying to be as consistent as I can,” Story said of his approach heading toward spring training. “I’ve said that a 

lot. Mentally and physically.” 
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The real reasons the Rockies acquired Daniel Murphy 
BY DREW CREASMAN | BSN DENVER - FEBRUARY 11, 2019  
 
DENVER – Sometimes a baseball season is 162 games. Sometimes, it’s just one. 

And then there are those times when after playing 162 games and then one more… and then one more… your season 

becomes defined by a three-game sample size in which you were handily swept by the Milwaukee Brewers in a very 

public display of offensive futility. 

Y’know, hypothetically. 

That’s not to say that the Colorado Rockies offense wasn’t their biggest issue throughout all of 2018. Except for brief 

moments when the bullpen stole that dubious distinction, it was. 

There are two main schools of thought on this. 

One says, citing statistics like wRC+, that the Rockies offense is, or at least was, fundamentally flawed to the core. Their 

decent raw numbers are propped up by Coors Field and therefore the acquisition of Daniel Murphy represents a slight 

upgrade over DJ LeMahieu that is unlikely to move the needle much. 

The other, citing some of the flaws of wRC+, see the issue with the offense as a bit more specific. The Rockies struggled 

particularly against righties and most especially at the end of the season when it mattered most. And, of course, the ever-

present effects of the Coors Field Hangover remain a constant point of contention. 

Daniel Murphy could not be more specifically tailored to address these three concerns. 

Right-handed pitching 

This is an admittedly large category. Most starting pitchers in baseball are right-handed. But the Rockies were getting 

outclassed by Jordan Lyles and Chris Stratton last year. 

They got on base at a clip of .315 against right-handed pitchers in 2018, the lowest mark among postseason teams, 

despite the boost Coors Field gives to raw statistics. 
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This is why Murphy as a replacement for LeMahieu in the lineup is not as simple as the slight upgrade he brings in terms 

of either the raw or more advanced statistics. 

In 2018, one of his worst offensive seasons, Murphy hit .319/.356/.508 against righties and overall he has a career .834 

OPS to LeMahieu’s career .734 mark. 

Throughout his time in MLB, Murphy hasn’t had extreme splits by any means but he has always handled righties a bit 

better than lefties and given how prominent such pitchers are and the Rockies’ overall struggles again them last season, it 

makes all the sense in the world to move out a contact right-handed bat for a contact left-handed bat. 

Consistency 

It can always be difficult to project how a player who has never had to cope with the Coors Field Hangover Effect will 

manage, but there is another part of Murphy’s profile that is promising. 

Murphy has a career 11.9 percent strikeout rate combined with a 41.3 percent groundball rate. 

LeMahieu is an excellent contact hitter, but by comparison, strikes out 15.2 percent of the time and hits the ball on the 

ground 53.8 percent of the time. 

While it’s true that LeMahieu was already one of their more consistent hitters and it’s not like Murphy is replacing the 

streaky Ian Desmond in the lineup, the veteran of New York and Washington is, in theory, a better version of LeMahieu 

from a consistency standpoint. 

Also, Murphy was famously at the forefront of the launch-angle revolution in 2016 when he began to top 20 home runs a 

season, passing on some of that information to players like Ryan Zimmerman who saw similarly increased power totals. 

If a return to health and move to Coors Field means you can pencil Murphy in for at least 20 home runs while he keeps 

making contact at a high rate, he could have one of the most impressive all-around slash lines in baseball. 
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It is not insane to predict already that Murphy has a great chance at a batting title because of these specifics of his batting 

profile. 

PLAYOFFS!?!?!? 

Like most baseball analysis, all of this is a conversation about how best to maximize a player’s potential to help his team 

over the course of 162 games. 

But the Rockies are coming off the second-best season in their franchise history, winning 91 games despite clear 

problems with the offense. 

With the pitching set to be even better in 2019, Colorado is absolutely counting on being in the postseason picture once 

more… but doing something a little different this time once they get there. 

The vast majority of the Rockies’ 2018 roster had never played in a postseason series before they faced off against the 

Milwaukee Brewers in the NLDS. And the small handful of players who had any playoff experience whatsoever either 

came originally from other clubs or were drawing solely on the Wild Card loss in Arizona the year before. 

Their lack of familiarity with that kind of baseball – combined with a brutal schedule – saw the season end in a whimper as 

the Colorado club was shutout in their final two games, including their last at the offensively-friendly ballpark. 

It was tempting to place the blame on the “holes” in the lineup that had been there all season, but no man was immune. 

In the NLDS, Charlie Blackmon, DJ LeMahieu, Nolan Arenado, and Trevor Story combined for just seven hits, only two 

went for extra bases. 

Those four players, far and away the best bats the Rox boasted, have a combined 20 games of postseason experience 

(five games each) and none have performed especially well. Story tops the list with an .864 OPS, having been especially 

good in the two Wild Card games where he has hit .500/.500/.900 but there is a steep dropoff after that. 
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Story himself went .167/.167/.417 in the NLDS. LeMahieu’s career postseason OPS is .511, Arenado’s is .507 and 

Blackmon’s is a daunting .255. 

Fans and media can argue all day long about the overall quality of the Rockies offense, but if those four players aren’t 

getting it done, you can’t really place the blame on the bottom half of the lineup. Colorado’s problem in the NLDS wasn’t 

necessarily that their bats weren’t talented enough, it’s that they got very little out of their most talented bats. 

Those are all individually small sample sizes and the whole point here is that experience ought to bring improvement in 

this area, and that should also be true for the younger players getting their very first taste of this atmosphere (David Dahl) 

but the bigger issue is clear; the Rockies needed someone to slow the big moment down and be a rock for the offense. 

Daniel Murphy has 25 games of postseason experience (five World Series games) and has slashed .309/.398/.588 with 

eight home runs and 19 RBI for a .986 OPS. 

In 2015 he famously homered off of Clayton Kershaw (twice), Zack Greinke, Jake Arrieta, and Jon Lester 

Sometimes a baseball season is 162 games. Sometimes, it’s just three. The acquisition of Daniel Murphy will have an 

impact over the 162, but he’s come to Colorado for those final three. 
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Colorado Rockies: Potential surprises on the Opening Day roster 

by Kevin Henry - 1 day ago | RoxPile 
 

It is officially the week that Colorado Rockies pitchers and catchers will report to Salt River Fields at Talking 

Stick in Scottsdale, Arizona. Soon after, the rest of the team will report as everyone competes for a spot on the 

Opening Day roster. 

A week ago, in this article, we predicted who would make the Opening Day 25-man roster for the Colorado Rockies. Our 

friend Thomas Harding from MLB.com released his 25-man predictions yesterday and agreed exactly with what we 

forecast. 

It is always good to have common thoughts with what might happen in the future. But, as we know, predictions are never 

an accurate science. So much can happen this spring that could impact who we see on the field on Opening Day in Miami 

on March 28, including injuries and unimpressive spring showings for some of the younger players who might be on the 

“roster bubble.” 

Speaking of the “roster bubble,” there are some players who are currently just on the outside of the 25-man roster 

prediction who could surprise this spring and end up with a spot in Miami for Opening Day. Who could those players be 

and what could be the reason why they’re on the team for that first game of the season? Let’s take a look. 

Harrison Musgrave 

Musgrave will turn 27 on March 3 and will be celebrating his birthday by being in the middle of a fierce competition for an 

Opening Day roster spot in the bullpen. 

The southpaw is one of just four relievers who are left-handed, which could be a big boost to his chances to make his first-

ever Opening Day roster appearance. He made a big splash in his rookie season last year, throwing in 35 games and 

hurling 44.2 innings. He was particularly effective at Coors Field, allowing just two home runs among 17 hits during 30.1 

innings of work. Meanwhile, he allowed 19 hits in 14.1 innings on the road and saw his ERA more than double (3.26 

versus 7.53). 

He also ended the season strong, posting a 2.79 ERA in 9.2 innings over 10 games. 
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Colorado manager Bud Black has talked this offseason about how important it is for Chris Rusinand Jake McGee to 

rediscover themselves in 2019. If either falters in the spring, don’t be surprised if Musgrave is given every chance to earn 

his place in the bullpen over either of the two veterans. 

Yency Almonte 

Much like Musgrave, Almonte made his Major League debut last season and showed some flash and promise for the 

future. 

In 14 appearances spanning 14.2 innings, the 24-year-old right-hander sported a 1.84 ERA and struck out 14 while 

walking just four. In an August 7 showing against the Pittsburgh Pirates in Denver, Almonte struck out four in just two 

frames. 

He also did well under pressure, including in his big league debut when he entered a game against the New York Mets 

with a three-run lead and runners on first and third. He worked his way out of the jam with a sacrifice fly and double play. 

He’s also a player who has plenty of experience in the minors as a starter. Colorado has plenty of depth in their rotation 

but Almonte could possibly figure into a long relief role if needed. 

Almonte has the potential to make a big difference in the Colorado bullpen as the season goes along. Will that be on 

Opening Day? It would take an injury or an extremely impressive spring for Almonte to earn his first Opening Day roster 

spot … but it certainly isn’t completely out of the question. 

Pat Valaika 

I know some of you are groaning as you see this page. After all, Valaika had a 2018 to forget, hitting just .156 in 122 at-

bats. However, both manager Bud Black and general manager Jeff Bridich continue to mention Valaika as a player who 

will be in the mix for playing time at second base this season. 

The 26-year-old Valaika gives the Rockies plenty of versatility (and we know that’s a big deal for Colorado’s roster) as he 

saw time at all four infield positions last season. 

Colorado will likely continue to give Valaika every chance to regain the form he flashed in 2017 when he hit 13 homers, 

drove in 40 runs and was simply “the man” when it came to pinch hitting. He posted a .322 average with four home runs 
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and eight doubles as a pinch-hitter during the 2017 regular season but couldn’t come close to duplicating that success last 

season. 

Colorado is looking to Ryan McMahon and Garrett Hampson to compete for the starting job at second base. We’re also 

predicting that Mark Reynolds will make the Opening Day roster at first base. However, if any of the three struggle in the 

spring and Valaika shows any kind of spark, don’t be surprised if he would get the Opening Day roster nod. 

There are other players who could surprise this spring, such as Jeff Hoffman or Tom Murphy. We will be in Arizona for 

spring training and bring you the latest from Rockies camp. 
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NL West prospect guide: Who to watch on the Diamondbacks, Rockies, Dodgers, Padres and Giants 
Keith Law ESPN Senior Writer 
 
Colorado Rockies 

The Rockies' system had a down year overall in 2018. Several high-profile prospects had poor seasons or just didn't 

advance as expected. They've also stopped finding talent on the July 2 market: I've ranked 20 prospects here, and only 

one, Breiling Eusebio at No. 19, was signed by the Rockies as an international free agent. I do have a lot of hope for 

prospects in this system who fell below the top 100 or "just missed" category. 

1. Brendan Rodgers, SS (ranked No. 28) 

2. Peter Lambert, RHP (ranked No. 92) 

3. Grant Lavigne, 1B (Just missed) 

4. Colton Welker, 3B (Just missed) 

5. Ryan Rolison, LHP 

6. Ryan Vilade, SS 

7. Garrett Hampson, 2B/SS 

8. Tyler Nevin, 1B 

9. Sam Hilliard, OF 

10. Terrin Vavra, 2B 

Ryan Rolison was the Rockies' first-round pick last year, slipping from a potential top-10 selection down to pick No. 22 

after his delivery became way more cross-body than it had been the previous spring and summer. If the Rockies can get 

him back on line to the plate, they'll have a steal with No. 3 starter potential, maybe even more, as he brings 92-95 mph 

velocity from the left side as well as a plus curveball. 

Ryan Vilade was their first pick in 2017, 48th overall (they lost their first pick for signing Ian Desmond ... sorry, too soon?), 

and had an unusual full-season debut by hitting better on the road in 2018 than he did at hitter-friendly Asheville. He's a 

high-contact hitter with a great work ethic and by all accounts a high baseball IQ. He started very slowly last year but 

improved across the board as the season progressed; if you split his 124-game season in half, he hit .305/.367/.406 after 

the midpoint, with just 30 strikeouts in those final 62 games. He has played only shortstop, but I'd put it at 80 percent or 

higher that he moves to second or third, given his size and footwork. He's an average runner who was caught stealing too 

many times last year (12 times in 29 attempts). 
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Garrett Hampson is a 60-grade runner with good bat control and maybe 30 power, a potential plus defender at second 

who doesn't have the arm strength for the left side of the infield. That's a tough profile -- he's either a fringy overall 

defender at short who hits adequately for the position, or he's a great second baseman who doesn't deliver the thump you 

want from that spot. Either way, he seems likely to get first crack at the now-open second-base job in Denver. 

Tyler Nevin had a modest breakout last year that needs a little skepticism since it came at hitter-friendly Lancaster, but 

he hit for a higher average on the road and made a lot of contact everywhere. The right-right bats/throws first-base profile 

is an unusual one but he has a really good, efficient swing, looks like he'll have above-average power, and is fine around 

the bag; he has played some third but that seems unlikely on more than an emergency basis. The biggest issue for Nevin 

will be staying healthy; last year was his first season hitting 400 plate appearances, and he still missed several weeks with 

quadriceps injuries. 

Sam Hilliard had a disappointing year in Double-A, swinging and missing so much that he couldn't really get to his power, 

with a .262/.327/.389 line for Hartford. The former 15th-round pick still has above-average to plus power, plus speed and 

a plus arm, tools that would give him a long run as an extra outfielder if he could get his contact rate up, but his approach 

and off-speed pitch recognition aren't there yet. 

Terrin Vavra was Colorado's third-round pick in 2018 after Rolison, Lavigne and second-rounder Mitchell Kilkenny. He 

has a solid left-handed swing that should produce contact and above-average power; he's a shortstop now but will end up 

at second base, and gets praised all over the place for his instincts. 

Ryan Castellani (11) had a down year across the board in Double-A, exacerbated by a raise in his arm slot that was 

corrected late in the season but didn't seem to restore his command or all his stuff. He can show 90-95 mph velocity to go 

with an above-average slider and below-average changeup when he's right, but last year nothing was working for him and 

he should almost certainly return to Hartford rather than going to the pitchers' hell of Albuquerque. I saw right-

hander Jesus Tinoco (12) three times last year, once as a starter where he was just ordinary, and twice as a reliever, 

where he was a different guy, throwing 93-96 mph in that role as well as a plus slider at 86-88 that had short, tight, almost 

cutter break. In both of those outings he pitched more aggressively than he had as a starter, as if he knew he was better 

in that role. 
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Lefty Ben Bowden (13) missed all of 2017 due to a back injury, but returned in 2018 with his stuff intact, still working with 

93-95 mph velocity to go with an average slider and changeup. He stayed healthy and had success against hitters on both 

sides of the plate all season. He should start out in Double-A and I wouldn't be surprised to see him jump from there to the 

major-league bullpen midseason. He's no relation to Ralph. Right-hander Reid Humphreys (14) works with a plus 

fastball/cutter combination, faring very well at Lancaster last year before a late-season bump to Double-A, where he 

struggled more with command; it's a late-game arsenal that has made him effective against left-handed batters, as long as 

he can throw enough strikes. 

The Rockies took right-hander Robert Tyler (15) in the supplemental round in 2016, only to see him struggle to find the 

plate at all that summer (16 walks in seven innings!) and then miss 2017 with a sore shoulder. He returned last year in a 

relief role and had some real success, striking out nearly a third of the batters he faced and walking just seven in 38⅓ 

innings, although he got rocked during a month in high-A to end the season. If he throws enough strikes, he shows a plus-

plus fastball and plus changeup, enough that he should get left- and right-handed batters out enough to be a middle 

reliever or even a high-leverage one. 

Fourth-rounder Ryan Feltner (16) throws up to 95-96 mph from the right side with an above-average changeup and 

average or better command; he walked four in 30⅔ pro innings for Grand Junction in his debut. He's slight of build with 

some effort in the delivery, and lacks an average breaking ball, all reasons he might end up in the bullpen. Right-

hander Mitchell Kilkenny (17) has three average pitches but lacks the plus offering to be more than a back-end starter 

right now, although the extension in his delivery helps his 92-94 mph fastball play up a bit. He was the Rockies' second-

round pick last summer, but his post-draft physical revealed a torn elbow ligament, so he signed under slot and underwent 

Tommy John surgery. 

Right-hander Justin Lawrence (18) hit 100 mph in the Arizona Fall League coming from a near sidearm slot, sitting mid-

90s, without much else in the repertoire, but he can probably work as a right-handed specialist because of the slot and the 

life on the fastball from that low slot. Lefty Breiling Eusebio (19) had Tommy John surgery after just three starts and 

might return later this year. Sixth-rounder Niko Decolati (20) is right fielder with power, some patience, and a lot of swing-

and-miss, with a big-time leak at the plate that hurts his contact rates. 
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2019 impact: Hampson seems to have first shot at the second-base job, with Rodgers likely starting at Albuquerque and 

perhaps challenging for a spot on the big league roster in the summer. I could see Bowden or Tinoco getting major league 

relief innings this year. 

Sleeper: Vilade was my sleeper last year, but didn't perform enough or do enough to impress scouts to make the leap into 

the top 100 this year. He finished so strongly, though, and now gets to go to one of the best hitter's environments in the 

minors, so I'm doubling down. 

The fallen: Their first-round pick in 2016, Riley Pint, threw just 8⅓ innings in 2018 around shoulder and oblique injuries 

as well as his own wildness, walking 11 batters in that brief span. He still throws extremely hard, and can show you a 

wipeout breaking ball, but there's no consistency to anything here just yet and he needs innings to develop as even a 

high-end reliever. He'll pitch this year at 21, likely back in low-A if his health permits. 
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Rockies Preview: Colorado Eyeing A Third Straight Postseason Trip As Spring Training Begins 
Jack Etkin | Forbes Contributor 
 

Winners of 91 games last year, one shy of the franchise record, the Rockies are coming off back-to-back appearances in 

the postseason for the first time in their 26-year history. But after losing the wild-card game in 2017 and getting swept in 

the Division Series last year, they're aiming to go deeper into October this season as well as win the NL West for the first 

time. 

The young starting pitching that was such a strength last year and led the National League in innings will again be 

counted on heavily. The team hopes to remove a major uncertainty, possibly before the start of the regular season, by 

signing third baseman Nolan Arenado to a long-term contract. He avoided arbitration with a deal for $26 million this 

season, the largest ever for an arbitration-eligible player. Arenado can be a free agent after the season. But Rockies 

owner Dick Monfort said he was very optimistic the team will be able to sign Arenado, who turns 28 in April, to a deal that 

will keep one of the game's best players with the Rockies. 

What's New 

Free agent Daniel Murphy signed a two-year, $24 million contract and will play first base. It's the position he prefers, 

although he has more experience at second base. Murphy is an accomplished hitter, who should help revive an offense 

that last year set franchise records for the lowest overall batting average (.256) and road mark (.225), resulting in hitting 

coach Duane Espy being fired and replaced by Dave Magadan. 

Veteran first baseman Mark Reynolds returns on a minor league contract that will be worth $1 million in base salary with 

incentives worth $1 million if he's added to the big league roster. That is expected to happen and will give the Rockies a 

right-handed option to the left-handed hitting Murphy at first base as well as a power threat off the bench. 

Free agent second baseman DJ LeMahieu left after seven seasons with the Rockies, signing a two-year, $24 million 

contract with the Yankees. Also joining the Yankees was free agent reliever Adam Ottavino, a formidable setup man, who 

signed a three-year, $27 million contract after spending seven seasons with the Rockies. Free agent outfielders Carlos 

Gonzalez and Gerardo Parra are also gone and remain unsigned. 
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Ian Desmond, who had never played first base before doing so for Colorado the past two seasons, will move to the 

outfield. He's expected to see significant action in center field, also play left field and be a better defender than he was at 

first base. Charlie Blackmon will be 33 in July and is expected to play less often in center field and more in left field. 

What Could Change 

The departure of the steady LeMahieu means right-handed hitting Garrett Hampson and left-handed hitting Ryan 

McMahon in spring training will vie for time at second base, along with top prospect Brendan Rodgers. The third overall 

pick in the 2015 draft, Rodgers, 22, who received a franchise-record $5.5 million signing bonus, is expected to make his 

major league debut this season, most likely at second base with Trevor Story a fixture at shortstop. With a terrific spring, 

Rodgers could open the season with the Rockies. But it's more likely he begins the year gaining more experience at 

Triple-A, where he played just 19 games after a promotion from Double-A last season. 

Outfielder David Dahl, who has been bothered by injuries, played regularly and very well in the final month of 2018 and 

should be an Opening Day starter for the first time, most likely in right field. But he is very capable of playing all three 

outfield positions. 

Right-hander Ottavino will be missed. But the Rockies are banking on right-handers Scott Oberg, who blossomed last 

season, and Seunghwan Oh, who was very effective after being acquired just before the July 31 non-waiver trade 

deadline, pitching in high-leverage innings to help get to closer Wade Davis. The bullpen could get a boost if right-hander 

Bryan Shaw and left-hander Jake McGee, both signed to three-year, $27 million contracts before last season and both so 

ineffective they were left off the postseason roster, can be consistent contributors unlike last year. 

The bullpen could also get a boost from left-hander Mike Dunn, a free agent after this season, who is returning from the 

shoulder injury that ended his season in July and necessitated surgery in September. 

Kyle Freeland and German Marquez are at the head of a solid rotation. And Tyler Anderson and, Chad Bettis, are fine 

back-end starters. But the Rockies could really benefit from Jon Gray finally avoiding his occasional mid-game implosions, 

harnessing his excellent stuff when trouble arises and enhancing the rotation by being more consistent. 

What's Coming 
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The Rockies were leading the division by one game with two to play but ended up in a tie and lost a playoff game to the 

Dodgers, who have won six straight division titles and the past two NL pennants. Colorado and Los Angeles again are the 

strongest contenders in what appears to be a very unimposing since the Diamondbacks, Giants and Padres are all 

rebuilding to some degree. 

Playing meaningful games to the very end of the regular season last year can only be beneficial experience for younger 

Rockies players like Freeland, Marquez, Dahl, McMahon, Hampson and even Story, who has become a foundational 

piece along with Arenado and Blackmon. Those three have All-Star pedigrees. 

And while closer Wade Davis did blow a career-high six saves and have a 4.13 ERA, he led the majors with a franchise-

record and career-high 43 saves, so the Rockies aren't worried about squandering games in the ninth inning. 

Best-Case Scenario: The Rockies could win the NL West if the young rotation again succeeds, the offense improves, the 

bullpen can smoothly get games to Davis and the Dodgers stumble just a bit. 

Worst-Case Scenario: Second base becomes a muddle, some of the starters struggle and/or get hurt and the offense 

again spins its wheels, but even then the Rockies could still finish second. 
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